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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;The year 2027 brought hope to a world on the brink o

f environmental and political collapse. On the last leg&#128077; of its funding,

 NATO&#39;s United Space Mission (USM) made a discovery on the moon that changed

 the course of human&#128077; history. A large alloyed sphere, found nestled in 

a crater under the lunar dawn, is revealed to be an alien&#128077; artifact cont

aining a message for mankind. As an international team slowly deciphered the art

ifact, the content of this message began&#128077; catalyzing a huge leap forward

 in our sciences. Humanity was abruptly catapulted into a new interstellar age. 

There are those&#128077; who now believe we were not ready. Intense, fast-paced,

 team combat. Animation and camera control that make you feel like&#128077; a sp

ace marine...super human. Have it all: jetpacks, armor, hammers, swords, guns, b

ombs, in melee, ranged, and aerial combat. Tanks&#128077; smashing with hammers,

 deadly Scouts slashing their enemies down the middle with their katana, differe

nt jetpacks for every class create&#128077; dynamic aerial combat, Gunners snipi

ng from across the map, and Tech healing and dueling while laying down turrets. 

Even throw&#128077; f-bombs! All class specific jetpacks allow you to hop and bo

und across the map gaining momentum and speed. Your team&#39;s&#128077; combined

 skill and coordination determine the winner of this tournament. Choose to fight

 as one of a growing cast of&#128077; classes battling in 10-20 minute matches. 

Please try it out, it is not like other shooters.&lt;/p&gt;
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